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Dead Air   Out and About: Beer Here

Vocabulary

To partake (v) : i) to eat or drink something ii) to join in an activity
To settle down (ph. v) : i) to make yourself comfortable ii) to calm yourself iii) to get 
married have children and move to the suburbs and finally cease your young adult 
behaviour patterns
Ale (n) :  a type of beer brewed using a warm fermentation method with a sweet, full 
bodied and fruity taste. Historically refers to a drink brewed without hops
Lager (n) : a type of beer stored in cold conditions and characterised by use of a specific 
yeast. The word derives from the German for Store or Warehouse
Stout (n) :  A dark beer made using roasted malt or barley, hops. Has a strong, metallic, 
bitter or taste. (adj) smthg/smone with the qualities of solidness and strength
Porter (n) : A type of Beer, similar to Stout, developed in London with brown malt. The 
name is believed to come from the popularity of the drink in the 18th Century with Street 
and River Porters
Tastebuds/Taste buds (n) : The clusters of nerve endings found on your tongue and 
around your mouth that allow you to experience taste
Dingy (adj) : the quality of being gloomy, dark, uninviting, maybe slightly damp. Almost 
always used to refer to a location, i.e a room, cave, building or street.
I.P.A (n) : Acronym, pronounced Eye Pee A not as a word Ipa. Stands for India Pale Ale a 
hoppy beer under the category of a pale ale. It takes the name as the high hop content 
preserved the beer for export to India. Such Beers were originally exported to Russia 
before the trade was banned by the Tsar.
Liquorice (n) : The root of a plant that is made into a black sweet with a distinctive taste.
Yeoman (n) : A man who held a small estate of land in medieval England. The expression 
“Stout Yeoman of the Bar” is used to refer to the barman by some who enjoy using 
antiquated or pompous sounding phrases in place of more common words or 
expressions. “Barkeep” is another. Both Merrick and Ben enjoy such word play, but 
others find it less amusing. An article on such use of language can be found here 
Nose (n) : While being the part of the face that allows you to smell, it is used when 
referring to wine tasting for example, to describe the quality of the smell the drink 
contains when placed under your nose. Using this terminology in reference to Beer 
tasting is a gentle bit of word play that Ben and Merr...oh check out the previous entry..
Peachy (adj) to have the nature or qualities of a peach. It does also mean “everything is 
great” in American use of English.
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Yer (p pnoun col.) A way of writing “your” to capture the accent and flavour of the 
speaker. Not advisable in formal styles or exam writing. Used exclusively when writing 
subtitles or scripts.
Sip (n)/(to take/ have) a sip (v) : to consume a small amount of liquid. A sip is certainly not
a mouthful, and we often use sip to describe tasting something or when we are unwell 
and require gentle rehydration without invoking a gag reflex.
Adjectivey (adj) : Not recognised use of language, but still very common to put a “y” on 
the end of words to give them the quality of an adjective. Clearly turning adjective into an 
adjective is a high brow linguistic joke that only teachers would understand and it is a 
source of great shame that such playfulness with language has made it to our pod. The 
practice is explored further in this online article
Head (n) : Normally used to refer to the skull on a human or animal, it can also refer to the
top of something, such as the head of a nail. In beer terms, the head is the frothy part that
forms at the top of the beverage once poured. Inexperienced bar staff can serve pints 
with a large head that leads to one of the ultimate rites of passage in an Englishman's 
journey from boyhood to adulthood, having the confidence to ask the bar staff to top up 
their beer to fulfil the Pint measurement rather than lose a percentage of the drink to the 
head. An excellent bar man will take the drink back off you and insist on topping up the 
pint without being asked.  
Bitter (n) : A type of dark, traditionally English beer, with a strong and bitter flavour.
75/- (n) : A reference to a Scottish custom in identifying beers. The number refers to 
Shillings (a unit of currency prior to decimalization) and the quantity of tax levied on the 
barrel. Most Scots would recognise 70/- and 80/- as terminology to refer to strengths or 
qualities of beer today, you would still order “a pint of eighty” for example. There is an 
increasing trend to use the labelling system to refer to differing strengths and styles of 
beer by brewers today, and it is this practise that Merrick is playing with in his reference. 
More information on the Scottish taxing system of beers can be found here. An example 
of a 75/- beer is produced by Brain Dead Brewing in Scotland. 
Citrussy (adj) : Another example of adding a “y” to create an adjective. In this case 
something with the quality of citrus, or being citrus like. An aroma that is sharp and fresh.
Murphy's (culture reference) : Ben is making a cultural reference to a famous advert for 
Murphy's stout that played with Bitter as a type of drink, description of taste sensation 
and also a word to describe a sentiment or negative feeling of mild resentment, anger and
frustration at a situation. The advertising campaign was hugely successful in launching 
the brand into the conciousness of the consumers and is testament that the expression 
became part of regular culture. The first advert in the series, which had a flow of 
connected stories and characters, can be seen on youtube and was directed by critically 
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acclaimed director Alan Parker.
Forlorn (adj) : something is pitiful, sad lonely, abandoned. An endeavour that is unlikely to
be fulfilled. 
Batch (n) : A quantity of products prepared at the same time and collected together for 
referencing.
Terry Wogan (Person. Cultural Referencing) : A much loved broadcaster who died in 
2016. Merrick is making reference to his 1978 rendition of a popular folk tune “The Floral 
Dance”. It is unlikely that this reference was understood by anyone at the table.
“Cheeky little number” (expression. Cultural Ref.) : A phrase used to express enjoyment 
of a drink, especially as the speaker struggles to speak from the alcoholic burning his 
throat or a strong taste sensation.
Dabbler (n) : Someone that dabbles, does not engage deeply with something. Believed to
derive from a description of ducks feeding. Merrick is using the word to imply that the 
drink is not something you would drink a full pint of, but one you would taste a little of to 
enjoy.
To live off (ph v.) : to use something to survive or provide the money that enables you to 
survive
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